Normal priors with unknown variance (NUV) have long been known to promote sparsity and to blend well with parameter learning by expectation maximization (EM). In this paper, we advocate this approach for linear state space models for applications such as the estimation of impulsive signals, the detection of localized events, smoothing with occasional jumps in the state space, and the detection and removal of outliers.
I. INTRODUCTION
This paper is about two topics: 1) A particular approach to modeling and estimating sparse parameters based on zero-mean normal priors with unknown variance (NUV). 2) Multivariate-Gaussian message passing (≈ variations of Kalman smoothing) in such models. The main point of the paper is that these two things go very well together and combine to a versatile toolbox. This is not entirely new, of course, and the body of related literature is large. Nonetheless, the specific perspective of this paper has not, as far as known to these authors, been advocated before.
Concerning the second topic, linear state space models continue to be an essential tool for a broad variety of applications, cf. [1] - [4] . The primary algorithms for such models are variations and generalizations of Kalman filtering and smoothing, or, equivalently, multivariate-Gaussian message passing in the corresponding factor graph [5] , [6] (or similar graphical model [1] ). A variety of such algorithms can easily be synthesized from tables of message computations as in [6] . In this paper, we give a new version of these tables with many improvements over those in [6] , and we point out two preferred such algorithms.
Concerning the first topic, NUV priors (zero-mean normal priors with unknown variance) originated in Bayesian inference [7] - [9] . The sparsity-promoting nature of such priors is the basis of automatic relevance determination (ARD) and sparse Bayesian learning developed by Neal [9] , Tipping [10] , [11] , Wipf et al. [12] , [13] , and others.
The basic properties of NUV priors are illustrated by the following simple example. Let U be a variable or parameter of interest, which we model as a zero-mean real scalar Gaussian random variable with unknown variance s 2 . Assume that we observe Y = U + Z, where the noise Z is zero-mean Gaussian with (known) variance σ 2 and independent of U . The maximum likelihood (ML) estimate of s 2 from a single sample Y = μ ∈ R is easily determined:
In a second step, for s 2 fixed toŝ 2 as in (2), the MAP/MMSE/LMMSE estimate of U iŝ
Equations (1)-(4) continue to hold if the scalar observation Y is generalized to an observation Y ∈ R N such that, for fixed Y = y, the likelihood function p(y|u) is Gaussian (up to a scale factor) with mean μ and variance σ 2 . In fact, this is all we need to know in this paper about NUV priors per se.
The estimate (4) has some pleasing properties: first, it promotes sparsity and can thus be used to select features or relevant parameters; second, it has no a priori preference as to the scale of U , and large values of U are not scaled down. Note that the latter property is lost if ML estimation of s 2 is replaced by MAP estimation based on a proper prior on s 2 .
In this paper, we will stick to basic NUV regularization as above, with no prior on the unknown variances: variables or parameters of interest are modeled as independent Gaussian random variables, each with its own unknown variance that is estimated (exactly or approximately) by maximum likelihood. We will advocate the use of NUV regularization in linear state space models, for applications such as the estimation of impulsive signals, the detection of localized events, smoothing with occasional jumps in the state space, and the detection and removal of outliers.
Concerning the actual computations, estimating the unknown variances is not substantially different from learning other parameters of state space models and can be carried out by expectation maximization (EM) [14] - [17] and other methods in such a way that the actual computations essentially amount to Gaussian message passing.
The paper is structured as follows. In Section II, we begin with a quick look at NUV regularization in a standard linear model. Estimation of the unknown variances is addressed in Section III. Factor graphs and state space models are reviewed in Sections IV and V, respectively, and NUV regularization in such models is addressed in Section VI. The new tables of Gaussian-message computations are given in Appendix A.
II. SUM OF GAUSSIANS AND LEAST SQUARES
WITH NUV REGULARIZATION We begin with an elementary linear model (a special case of a relevance vector machine [10] ) as follows.
where U 1 , . . . , U K are independent zero-mean real scalar Gaussian random variables with unknown variances σ 2 1 , . . . , σ 2 K , and where the "noise" Z is R n -valued zero-mean Gaussian with covariance matrix σ 2 I and independent of U 1 , . . . , U K . For a given observation Y = y ∈ R n , we wish to estimate, first, σ 2 1 , . . . , σ 2 K by maximum likelihood, and second, U 1 , . . . , U K (with σ 2 1 , . . . , σ 2 K fixed). In the first step, we achieve sparsity: if the ML estimate of σ 2 k is zero, then U k = 0 is fixed in the second step. The second step -the estimation of U 1 , . . . , U K for fixed σ 2 1 , . . . , σ 2 K -is a standard Gaussian estimation problem where MAP estimation, MMSE estimation, and LMMSE estimation coincide and amount to minimizing 1
where K + denotes the set of those indices k ∈ {1, . . . , K} for which σ 2 k > 0. A closed-form solution of this minimization iŝ
as may be obtained from standard least-squares equations (see also [11] ). An alternative proof will be given in Appendix B, where we also point out howW can be computed without a matrix inversion.
In (2) and (4), the estimate is zero if and only if y 2 ≤ σ 2 . Two different generalizations of this condition to the setting of this section are given in the following theorem. Let p(y, . . .) denote the probability density of Y and any other variables according to (5) .
Theorem. Let σ 1 , . . . , σ K be fixed at a local maximum or at a saddle point of p(y|σ 2 1 , . . . , σ 2 K ). Then
with
Moreover, withW as in (8), we have
with equality if σ 2 k > 0. 2 (The proof will be given in Appendix B.) The matrices W k andW are both positive definite. The former depends on k, but not on σ 2 k ; the latter depends also on σ 2 k , but not on k.
III. VARIANCE ESTIMATION
Following a standard approach, the unknown variances σ 2 1 , . . . , σ 2 K in Section II (and analogous quantities in later sections) can be estimated by an EM algorithm as follows.
1) Begin with an initial guess of σ 2 1 , . . . , σ 2 K . 2) Compute the mean m U k and the variance σ 2 U k of the (Gaussian) posterior distribution p(u k |y, σ 2 1 , . . . , σ 2 K ) with σ 2 1 , . . . , σ 2 K fixed. 3) Update σ 2 1 , . . . , σ 2 K according to (13) below. 4) Repeat steps 2 and 3 until convergence, or until some pragmatic stopping criterion is met. 5) Optionally update σ 2 1 , . . . , σ 2 K according to (16) below. The standard EM update for the variances is
The required quantities m 2 U k and σ 2 U k are given by (85) and (88), respectively. With this update, basic EM theory guarantees that the likelihood p(y|σ 2 1 , . . . , σ 2 K ) cannot decrease (and will normally increase) in step 3 of the algorithm.
The stated EM algorithm is safe, but the convergence can be slow. The following alternative update rule, due to MacKay [10] , often converges much faster:
However, this alterative update rule comes without guarantees; sometimes, it is too agressive and the algorithm fails completely. An individual variance σ 2 k can also be estimated by a maximum-likelihood step as in (2):
The mean ← − m U k is given by (104) and the variance ← − σ 2 U k is given by (95). However, for parallel updates (simultaneously for all k ∈ {1, . . . , K}, as in step 3 of the algorithm above), the rule (16) is normally too agressive and fails.
Later on, the same algorithm will be used for estimating parameters or variables in linear state space models. In this case, we have no useful analytical expressions for (the analogs of) m U k and σ 2 U k , but these quantities are easily computed by Gaussian message passing.
IV. ON FACTOR GRAPHS AND GAUSSIAN MESSAGE PASSING
From now on, we will heavily use factor graphs, both for reasoning and for describing algorithms. We will use factor graphs as in [5] , [6] , where nodes/boxes represent factors and edges represent variables. (By contrast, factor graphs as in [18] have both variable nodes and factor nodes.) Figure 1 , for example, represents the probability density p(y, z, u 1 , . . . , u K |σ 1 , . . . , σ K ) of the model (5) with auxiliary variablesŨ k = b k U k and X k = X k−1 +Ũ k with X 0 = 0. The nodes labeled "N " represent zero-mean normal densities with variance 1; the node labeled "N (0, σ 2 I)" represents a zeromean multivariate normal density with covariance matrix σ 2 I. All other nodes in Figure 1 represent deterministic constraints.
For fixed σ 1 , . . . , σ K , Figure 1 is a cycle-free linear Gaussian factor graph and MAP/MMSE/LMMSE estimation (of any variables) can be carried out by Gaussian message passing, as described in detail in [6] . Interestingly, in this particular example, most of the message passing can be carried out symbolically, i.e., as a technique to derive closed-form expressions for the estimates.
Every message in this paper is a (scalar or multivariate) Gaussian distribution, up to a scale factor. (Sometimes, we also allow a degenerate limit of a Gaussian, such as a "Gaussian" with variance zero or infinity, but we will not discuss this in detail.) Scale factors can be ignored in this paper. Messages can thus be parameterized by a mean vector and a covariance matrix. For example, − → m X k and − → V X k denote the mean vector and the covariance matrix, respectively, of the message traveling forward on the edge X k in Figure 1 , while ← − m X k and ← − V X k denote the mean vector and the covariance matrix, respectively, of the message traveling backward on the edge X k . Alternatively, messages can be parameterized by the
Again, the backward message along the same edge will be denoted by reversed arrows.
In a directed graphical model without cycles as in Figure 1 , forward messages represent priors while backward messages represent likelihood functions (up to a scale factor).
In addition, we also work with marginals of the posterior distribution (i.e., the product of forward message and backward message along the same edge [5] , [6] ). For example, m X k and V X k denote the posterior mean vector and the posterior covariance matrix, respectively, of X k . An important role in this paper is played by the alternative parameterization with the dual precision matrix
and the dual mean vector
Message computations with all these parameterizations are given in Tables I-VI in Appendix A, which contain numerous improvements over the corresponding tables in [6] .
V. LINEAR STATE SPACE MODELS
Consider a standard linear state space model with state X k ∈ R n and observation Y k ∈ R L evolving according to
with A ∈ R n×n , B ∈ R n×m , C ∈ R L×n , and where U k (with values in R m ) and Z k (with values in R L ) are independent zero-mean white Gaussian noise processes. We will usually assume, first, that L = 1, and second, that the covariance matrix of U k is an identity matrix, but these assumptions are not essential. A cycle-free factor graph of such a model is shown in Figure 2 .
In Section VI, we will vary and augment such models with NUV priors on various quantities.
Inference in such a state space model amounts to Kalman filtering and smoothing [1] , [2] or, equivalently, to Gaussian message passing in the factor graph of Figure 2 [5], [6] . (Estimating the input U k is not usually considered in the Kalman filter literature, but it is essential for signal processing, cf. [19] , [20] .) With the tables in the appendix, it is easy to put together a large variety of such algorithms. The relative merits of different such algorithms depend on the particulars
One section of the factor graph of the linear state space model (20) and (21) . The whole factor graph consists of many such sections and optional initial and/or terminal conditions. The dashed block will be varied in Section VI. of the problem. However, we find the following two algorithms usually to be the most advantageous, both in terms of computational complexity and in terms of numerical stability. If both the input U k and output Y k are scalar (or can be decomposed into multiple scalar inputs and outputs), neither of these two algorithms requires a matrix inversion. The first of these algorithms is essentially the Modified Bryson-Frazier (MBF) smoother [21] augmented with input-signal estimation.
MBF Message Passing:
(This is the standard Kalman filter.) 2) Perform backward message passing withξ X k andW X k , beginning withξ X N = 0 andW X N = 0 at the end of the horizon, using (II. 6 In step 2, the initialization withW X N = 0 corresponds to the typical situation with no a priori information about the state X N at the end of the horizon. MBF message passing is especially attractive for input signal estimation (as in step 3 above), without steps 4 and 5.
The second algorithm is an exact dual to MBF message passing and especially attractive for state estimation and output signal estimation (i.e., for standard Kalman smoothing), with-out steps 4 and 5 below. This algorithm-backward recursion with time-reversed information filter, forward recursion with marginals (BIFM)-does not seem to be widely known. Figure 2 by a NUV prior, as shown in Figure 3 . This approach was used in [22] to estimate the input signal U 1 , U 2 , . . . itself.
However, we may also be interested in the clean output signalỸ k = CX k . For example, consider the problem of approximating some given signal y 1 , y 2 , . . . ∈ R by constant segments, as illustrated in Figure 8 . The constant segments can be represented by the simplest possible state space model with n = 1, A = C = (1), and no input. For the occasional jumps between the constant segments, we use a sparse input signal U 1 , U 2 , . . . with a NUV prior (and with B = b = (1)) as in Figure 3 . The sparsity level-i.e., the number of constant segments-can be controlled by the assumed observation noise σ 2 .
The sparse scalar input signal of Figure 3 can be generalized in several different directions. A first obvious generalization is to combine a primary white-noise input with a secondary sparse input as shown in Figure 4 . For example, the constant segments in Figure 8 are thus generalized to random-walk segments as in Figure 9 .
Another generalization of Figure 8 is shown in Figure 10 , where the constant-level segments are replaced by straight-line segments, which can be represented by a state space model of order n = 2. The corresponding input block, with two separate sparse scalar input signals, is shown in Figure 5 ; the first input, U k,1 , affects the magnitude and the second input, U k,2 , affects the slope of the line model. The further generalization to polynomial segments is obvious. Continuity can be enforced by omitting the input U k,1 , and continuity of derivatives can be enforced likewise.
More generally, Figure 5 (generalized to an arbitrary number of sparse scalar input signals) can be used to allow occasional jumps in individual components of the state of arbitrary state space models.
-+ X k . . . Fig. 3 . Alternative input block (to replace the dashed box in Figure 2 ) for a sparse scalar input signal U 1 , U 2 , . . ..
N
? 
? Fig. 5 . Input block with two separate sparse scalar inputs for two degrees of freedom such as in Figure 10 . . . . In all these examples, the parameters σ 2 k (or σ 2 k, ) can be learned as described in Section III, and the required quantities m U k and σ 2 U k (or m U k, and σ 2 U k, , respectively) can be computed by message passing in the pertinent factor graph as described in Section V.
A more substantial generalization of Figure 3 is shown in Figure 6 , with σ k of Figure 3 generalized to b k ∈ R n . We mention without proof that this generalized NUV prior oñ U k,1 = b k U k,1 still promotes sparsity and can be learned by EM (provided that BB T has full rank) [23] . This input model allows quite general events to happen, each with its own signature b k . The estimated nonzero vectorsb 1 ,b 2 , . . . may be viewed as features of the given signal y 1 , y 2 , . . . that can be used for further analysis.
Finally, we turn to the output block in Figure 2 . A simple and effective method to detect and to remove outliers from the scalar output signal of a state space model is to replace (21) with
with sparseZ k , as shown in Figure 7 [24] . Again, the parameters σ k can be estimated by EM essentially as described in Section III, and the required quantities mZ k and σ 2 Z k can be computed by message passing as described in Section V. An example of this method is shown in Figure 11 for some state space model of order n = 4 with details that are irrelevant for this paper.
VII. CONCLUSION
We have given improved tables of Gaussian-message computations for estimation in linear state space models, and we have pointed out two preferred message passing algorithms: the first algorithm is essentially the Modified Bryson-Frazier smoother, the second algorithm is a dual of it. In addition, we have advocated NUV priors (together with EM algorithms) from sparse Bayesian learning for introducing sparsity into linear state space models and outlined several applications.
In this paper, all factor graphs were cycle-free so that Gaussian message passing yields exact marginals. The use of NUV regularization in factor graphs with cycles, and its relative merits in comparison with, e.g., AMP [25] , remains to be investigated.
APPENDIX A TABULATED GAUSSIAN-MESSAGE COMPUTATIONS
Tables I-VI are improved versions of the corresponding tables in [6] . The notation for the different parameterizations of the messages was defined in Section IV. The main novelties of this new version are the following: These results (from [20] ) are used both in Appendix B and in the two preferred algorithms in Section V. 
3) New expressions (VI.4)-(VI.9) for the marginals, which are essential for the BIFM Kalman smoother in Section V.
The proofs (below) are given only for the new expressions; for the other proofs, we refer to [6] . 
Proof of (II.6): We first note Proof of (III.7): Using [6, eq. (III.9)], we havẽ
Proof of (IV.9) and (IV.2): Using (IV.13) and (IV.12), we have
and (IV.2) follows by multiplication with − → W X . 2
Proof of (V.9): From (I.2) and (III.4), we have − →
from which we obtain 
On the other hand, we have
Proof of (V.4): Using (I.7), (III.7), and (IV.3), we havẽ
Using (III.5) and (IV.9), we further have
and inserting (45) into (43) yields (V.4). 2
Proof of (V.5): We begin with m X = m Z . Using (IV.9), we have
where the second step uses (V.1) and
where the second step uses (V.2) and (40). Subtracting − → V X and multiplying by
Proof of (V.6): As we have already established (V.7), we only need to prove
Using (V.9), we have
where the last step follows from A T GA = (A T GA) T . Inserting (39) then yields (50). 2
Proof of (VI.9): From (II.2) and (III.2), we have
from which we obtain
Proof of (VI.4): Using (II.3), (III.5), and (IV.9), we have
Using (II.6), (III.7), and (IV.2), we further havẽ
and inserting (62) into (60) yields (VI.4). 2
Proof of (VI.5): We begin withξ X =ξ Z from (II.6). Using
where the second step uses (VI.1) and 
where the second step uses (VI.2) and (57). Subtracting − → W X and multiplying by − → V X yields (VI.7). 2
Proof of (VI.6): Since we have already established (VI.7), we only need to prove
Using (VI.9), we have
where the last step follows from AHA T = (AHA T ) T . Inserting (57) then yields (67). 2
APPENDIX B MESSAGE PASSING IN FIGURE 1 AND PROOFS
In this appendix, we demonstrate how all the quantities pertaining to computations mentioned in Sections II and III, as well as the proof of the theorem in Section II, are obtained by symbolic message passing using the tables in Appendix A.
The key ideas of this section are from [6, Section V.C].
Throughout this section, σ 1 , . . . , σ K are fixed.
A. Key Quantitiesξ X k andW X k
The pivotal quantities of this section are the dual mean vectorξŨ k and the dual precision matrixWŨ k . Concerning the former, we havẽ
for k = 1, . . . , K, where (71) follows from (II.6), and (72) follows fromξ
=W as defined in (8) 
for k = 1, . . . , K, where (75) follows from (II.7), and (76) follows fromW
The matrixW can be computed without matrix inversion as follows. First, we note that
Second, using (VI.2), the matrix ← − W X0 can be computed by the backward recursion
The complexity of this alternative computation ofW is O(n 2 K); by contrast, the direct computation of (8) (using Gauss-Jordan elimination for the matrix inversion) has complexity O(n 2 K + n 3 ).
B. Posterior Distribution and MAP estimate of U k
For fixed σ 1 , . . . , σ K , the MAP estimate of U k is the mean m U k of the (Gaussian) posterior of U k . From (IV.9) and (III.7), we have
and (72) yields
which proves (7) . For re-estimating the variance σ 2 k as in Section III, we also need the variance σ 2 U k of the posterior distribution of U k . From (IV.13) and (III.8), we have
and (76) yields
C. Likelihood Function and Backward Message of U k
We now consider the backward message along the edge U k , which is the likelihood function p(y|u k , σ 1 , . . . , σ K ), for fixed y and fixed σ 1 , . . . , σ K , up to a scale factor. For use in Section B-D below, we give two different expressions both for the mean ← − m U k and for the variance ← − σ 2 U k of this message. As to the latter, we have
from (III.4), and thus
We also note (from (II.4)) that
(91) = W k as defined in (10) .
(92)
Alternatively, we have
where we used (IV.4), (III.8), and (76).
As to the mean ← − m U k , we have 
where we used (IV.1), (III.8), (III.7), (72), and (76).
D. Proof of the Theorem in Section II
Let σ 1 , . . . , σ K be fixed at a local maximum or at a saddle point of the likelihood p(y|σ 1 , . . . , σ K ). Then σ k = argmax σ k p(y|σ 1 , . . . , σ K )
and
from (2) . From (101) and (90), we have
With (92), it is obvious that ← − m 2 U k − ← − σ 2 U k ≤ 0 if and only if (9) holds.
As to (11), we have
from (104) and (95). We now distinguish two cases. If σ 2 k > 0, (106) and (108) together imply
On the other hand, if σ 2 k = 0, (106) and (108) imply b T kW y
Combining these two cases yields (11) .
